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The bus came by
I got on
that’s when it all began...

In honor of the band’s 50th anniversary,
we remember our favorite times truckin’ with the Grateful Dead

FROM THE EDITOR
First, let me just say that I have never
had so much fun putting together an issue
of Modern Acoustic! I want to offer a huge
thanks to everyone who participated. It’s
hard enough to put pen to paper for any
reason. And when someone asks you to recall
something that happened 20 or 30 years
ago… oh, and it might include illicit activities… SURE, I’ll jump right on that!
So believe me, it was a great pleasure to
open each emailed submission and read the
crazy stories and memories you sent!
I mean, that’s what the Grateful Dead
experience was really about. Sure, the band
drove the bus, the music was the open road
and Deadheads provided the spectacular
scenery, but what made those times really
special was the shared experiences –you and
your friends allowed to be crazy and free.
Almost arrested? Maybe. Close to overdosing? Perhaps. But a friend was always nearby
to help pull you out just in time.
My own crazy memories include a pair
of trips to the War Memorial in Rochester,

N.Y., to hang with my cousin Steve; a bevy of
shows on the New England circuit – Boston,
Providence, Worcester, Hartford – with various college and work buddies; and road trips
as far as Portland, Maine, and Hampton, Va.
It was all for the experience. That’s
the reason we all did it for so many years.
Whether it was the Pigpen ‘60s, the Donna
Jean and Keith ‘70s, the Brent ‘80s or the
years beyond, Jerry, Bob Phil, Bill and
Mickey were always there leading us into
new frontiers. It really did feel like the music
played the band. And we rode the wave.
Many years removed, those magic moments seem even more special now. We’re
older – and wiser – but each of us are able to
say “we were there.”
So this one’s for you Deadhead friends.
As the Grateful Dead hits its 50th anniversary, think back to your own special time, when
the band played on and you danced like there
wasn’t a care in the world – because at that
moment, there really wasn’t.
Rich Kassirer

Missing Modern Acoustic?
Check out the blog and back issues
at www.modernacoustic.com

A LONG,
STRANGE TRIP,
INDEED
For some of us, it was our first show. For others, it was
that time where everything in the universe just felt right.
And still for others, it was a moment that just made us smile
and say, ‘hmmm ... that really did happen, right?’
There really was nothing like a Grateful Dead concert.
Take a trip back to those special times
beginning on the next page

You can also follow us
on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/modernacoustic
on Twitter
@modernacoustic
on Instagram
@modern_acoustic

Still want more?

“Guitars that Jam,” a book of photographs by Jay Blakesberg,
features the rock guitars of bands such as the Grateful Dead,
Phish, Widespread Panic, Wilco, My Morning Jacket,
the Black Crowes; and includes commentary from musicians
Carlos Santana, Trey Anastasio, Phil Lesh, Bob Weir,
Derek Trucks, Warren Haynes, and many others.

photos: www.flickr.com/modernacoustic
Videos: www.youtube.com/modernacoustic
T-shirts and more:
www.cafepress.com/modernacoustic

Contact us at
rich@modernacoustic.com

Available at brick & mortar and online bookstores.
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Boston Tea Party, Boston, 1969
I first caught the Dead in the late ’60s at the Boston Tea
Party club. I was blown away by how Pig Pen was belting out
“Turn on Your Love Light,” but he suddenly fell off the stage
and crashed to the floor. The band kept vamping and didn’t
seem too worried – maybe they had seen this before – and
then a roadie dusted Pen off and he got back on stage and
finished in style. Right then and there, I fell in love with how
this band was so dedicated to keeping the show going at all
times, no matter what.
– Steve Morse, longtime Boston Globe music critic who now
teaches an online course in Rock History at Berklee College
of Music (an exclusive video with Bob Weir is featured in the
course)

Hartford
Civic Center,
Hartford, Conn.,
10/14/83
When I was 15, I rode my
bike to the Teletron in Westport,
Conn., at 6 a.m. and was greeted by a dozen people who had
spent the night there. My older
sister had brought back a tape
of Binghamton ’77 from college
a year earlier and I was hooked.
My buddy Andy was the oldest
kid in my class and the first one
to have a driver’s license, so he
was the logical choice for my
other ticket. Andy drove me
back to his house after school
on the day of the show and we
told his mom we were going
to drive to Hartford to see the
Dead. She wouldn’t have any of
that but also didn’t want to deal
with two kids who were freaking out, so she hired a town car
for us.
The driver was an old lady
and she pulled up to the Hartford Civic Center and the crowd
thought we were the band and
started banging on the car.
Once inside the venue, I saw my
English teacher and mailman
(who I knew well, since I was
always waiting by the mailbox
for tapes I was trading) and had
the best time in my life up to
that point. That was the first of
120 or so shows. At the time,
it didn’t occur to me how much
that town car must have cost for
seven hours, but it couldn’t have
been cheap. Thanks Mrs. Grant!
– Rich G.
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Barton Hall,
Ithaca N.Y.
5/7/80

Holleder Memorial Stadium, Rochester N.Y., 9/1/79

I had just graduated from high school and was seeing
lots of Grateful Dead concerts. I met a writer at a Dead
show who had an assignment from the Aquarian Weekly
(a free N.J. weekly newspaper) to write a review of a
Dead show in Rochester, N.Y. He asked me to do the
photographs. Two were published, and I was paid a total
of $15. One of those shots turned out to be one of Phil
Lesh’s favorite photos of himself on stage (above), and
was what clinched the deal for him to write the foreword
for my Grateful Dead coffee-table book that came out
12 years ago. ... “Once in a while you get shown the light
in the strangest of places if you look at it right.”
– Jay Blakesberg, photographer and author of “Guitars
That Jam”

Saw the Dead my freshman year at Barton
Hall at Cornell. It was
my first Dead concert.
I took mushrooms
before the show. (As an
aside, this was the second time I’d ever taken
mushrooms.) As I
stared glassy-eyed onto
the stage, Jerry seemed
to glow. It wasn’t just
the stage lighting, but
there was a glowing effervescence surrounding him. It struck me
at that moment that
all the Deadheads were
right: Jerry was a god.
– Rich K.
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They’re not the
WAR MEMORIAL, Rochester, N.Y.
11/21/78
My first Grateful dead concert. I heard a lot of
crazy stories about Dead shows from my friends at
Ithaca College and now I was going to have my first
experience. I hopped into the car with Kenny and
we drove to his friend’s house off-campus. There we
found three guys already tripping on acid, playing
loud music and drinking beers. One guy just sat on
the sofa staring at a picture on the wall, telling us
how it was “dripping paint all over the wall and
floor.”
We climbed into Kenny’s car and set out on the
two-hour drive from Ithaca to Rochester, with Dead
tapes, beers and joints. We weren’t
even out of town before
everyone had a beer
and a couple of joints
were passed around.
There was a lot of singing, smoking, drinking
and stops along the way
to run into the bushes and
get rid of the rented beer.
We arrived at the War
Memorial about two hours
before show time and hung
out at the car, continuing
to party. An hour before show
time, we made our way into the auditorium and
found a place on the floor (general admission). Everyone was given acid to drop and we waited for the
concert to begin, lots of joints being passed around.
The lights dimmed, the music started, the acid
kicked in and away we went. The next few hours
were just unbelievable – a great mix of music and
euphoria – lots of dancing, sweating, spacing out and
laughing. By the end of the show, we were still quite
tripped out but really satisfied with the performance.
All the band members were on their “A” game that
night with tremendous solos by Jerry and space jams
by the entire band. My friends kept saying “best
show I’ve ever seen.” Although I had nothing to
compare it to, I was just amazed at the power and
fluidness of the band.
On the way out to the car, I ran into a guy with
a temporary Dead patch on his jacket. I asked him
what it was for and he said it was a backstage pass.
I asked him if I could have it and he took it off
and handed it to me. I turned and ran back to the
auditorium and tried to get in, pointing to the patch.
The guy at the door looked at it and let me in. I ran
down to the floor and went to the stage. A guy told
me either to get backstage or get out. I jumped up
on stage and walked around looking at all the equipment and set lists – unbelievable!
I looked at my watch and realized I was going to
miss my ride, so I jumped off the stage and ran out
to the car with a great story to tell.
Not a bad first encounter with the Grateful Dead...
– Tim C.
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Southern Star Amphitheater,
Houston, Texas 8/30/85
Manor Downs, Austin, Texas 8/31/85

Shoreline Amphitheatre, Mountain View, Calif 7/3/94
After the Shoreline show, where
I’m sure we took many drugs though
I don’t recall what, four friends and
me crammed into my Eagle Talon.
We were driving back to my friends
house in Berkeley and we had all
smoked and we were all fired up
about the show. With three people in
the back seat of the car it was tough
to see out of the rear windshield, but
at some point I noticed that there
was a cop behind us with his lights
on. I pulled over and the officer
asked me to step out of my vehicle
and I did.
The officer said, “Do you realize I’ve
been behind you with my lights and
siren on for almost five minutes?” I
had no idea because of the passengers in the backseat and whatever
tape was cranking in the tape player,
which is basically what I told him.
The officer then looked me in my
eyes and asked me if I had smoked
crack because my pupils appeared
very dilated to him. I told him, no,
that I didn’t nor have I ever smoked

crack. He asked me where I was coming from and I informed him that we
had just seen the Grateful Dead at
Shoreline.
Now I’m terrified because I know
that I was high and didn’t notice him
behind me for several minutes. So
the officer asks to see my driver’s
license. I open up my wallet and on
top of my license was a picture of
when my brother and I met Jerry
Garcia at the Ritz Carlton hotel in
Atlanta (above).
The officer sees the pic and says
“Oh my god is that you and Jerry
Garcia?” I tell him yes it is and I
tell him the story about how I met
him. It turns out that this officer is
a Grateful Dead fan and after seeing
the picture he tells me to be careful
on the way home and he lets me go
with just a warning. So I always think
back to that day and think of the joy
Jerry and the boys brought me that
night and how the spirit of Jerry was
looking over me on the ride home.
– Ed

On a whim, I hopped in the car in Miami with
my taper buddies Steve and David and drove to
Texas to catch shows at AstroWorld in Houston
and the next night at Manor Downs in Austin.
Steve had just broken up with his girlfriend,
this freaky woman named Elena, who believed
she was a witch. Ironically, Hurricane Elena
was menacing the west coast of Florida, hanging around Tampa Bay. We joked that it was
probably waiting for Steve to make its move,
since we were headed up I-75 past Tampa
to cross to Alabama and then on to Texas.
However, we made that part of the drive
uneventfully and forgot all about it.
We gave a friend of David’s a lift from
Baton Rouge to Houston. He gets in the
car with a HUGE bag of African buds.
I was not aware at the time, but Steve
had a few sheets of gels he was selling.
David’s friend had some of those giant
Bambu papers, and he was rolling huge
joints, right out of the Cheech and Chong
movies.
The Houston show was … interesting:
a little sloppy musically. There was a
theme park next to the Astrodome full
of tripping Deadheads freaking out on
the rollercoasters all day, then the show
at night. We were up front, and David’s
friend busts out one of the bomber joints
during the “Jack Straw” opener. We are hitting
it, but barely making a dent, so when we can
stand no more he sends it on down the row. That
joint came back about half its original size near
the end of the first set. God knows how many
people took a hit off that thing.
The next day, we head to Austin to catch the
show there. A better show, but the most memorable moment was some drunken behemoth of a
Deadhead rampaging through the taper section,
taking down mike stands during “Throwing
Stones” ... total chaos.
We’re in the parking lot after the show, getting ready to roll back to Miami, when Steve
turns to me and David and says, “check this out”
and holds up a sheet of gels, and takes a big old
lick across it. David says, “Steve, what the hell
are you doing?” and he says, “No, man, they
have to dissolve to get the hit” ... and David
says, “I don’t think so.”
Anyway, we pile into the car, and hit the road,

but we’re hungry, so we stop at a Shakey’s
Pizza, get a table, order, and I go off to the
salad bar. I come back a few minutes later and
I noticed Steve staring at me, his eyes as big
as saucers. He says, “Man, I’m REALLY glad
you made it back OK.” I’m looking at David and
we’re both thinking, uh-oh, here it comes. So we
get the food to go, and hustle him out to the car,
and install him in the back seat. David is a bit of
a prankster, and he can’t resist saying to Steve,
“Man, you really shouldn’t have dropped your
pants in front of the waitress there, hope they
don’t call the cops on us,” which causes Steve to
freak out. “HUH? I did WHAT?”

David and I, figuring it’s going to be a long
night with a lunatic in the back, decide to get
rolling. We’ve got the audience tapes from that
night already, and a bunch of crispy ’85 boards
(the first digital ones from the old Sony F1 machines), so we’ve got the music playing, but every time I say something to David, Steve sticks
his sweating face between the seats and says
“HUH? Are you talking to ME?” which gets
old pretty quickly. But we were having some
fun, Steve is getting weirder by the minute, and
we’re enjoying it. We pull up to a toll booth and
David says, “Steve, gotta pay the toll, pass up a
hundred, would you?” and he does. This goes on
for a few hours, across Texas, and as we’re rolling across I-10 through Louisiana in the middle
of the night getting close to the Alabama line,
I suddenly notice there’s a huge traffic jam on
the other side of the highway, heading the other
way, but our side of the highway is empty. We
pull into the next rest area, and they’ve got the

speakers cranked up with the weather report.
Goddamned if it’s not Hurricane Elena heading our way. It had been lurking in the Gulf of
Mexico, menacing Tampa, but instead decided to
come ashore two days later ... right where we
are at the moment. Maybe Steve’s old girlfriend
WAS a witch. It is certainly freaking him out in
his current condition.
We have to get back to Miami, so we decide
to press on. We smoke a little to calm our
nerves, and as we get close to Mobile, Ala.,
right before the George Wallace I-10 tunnel
that takes you into Florida, I figure we’d better
stop for gas. At this point, it’s raining sideways,
AND I’m practically getting blown away
filling up the car. They have the weather
blaring from the speakers at the station,
so we learn that Elena is 30 miles off
the coast of Mobile. We also learn that
they just closed the frigging tunnel, so
now there’s nothing to do but head north
and try to work our way back east and
then down.
So we’re on some county highway
heading north, it’s pitch black, windier
than a sack full of assholes and raining
like a sonofabitch. We’ve got the local
radio on and we hear “funnel clouds
sighted on Foster Avenue” – just as we
are passing, I kid you not, an exit sign
for Foster Avenue. At this point, David
is standing on his seat with his head out
the sunroof, looking for funnel clouds,
Steve is thrashing and babbling in the
back seat, and I am just hanging onto the
steering wheel driving as fast as I can. We are
the only idiots on the road.
Somehow, we get north enough where we can
cut over east, and with David navigating, drive
out of the storm and back down toward Florida.
I remember the sun rising as we drove through
northern Florida, and being tired as hell and
looking for a Waffle House. The rest of the
journey was uneventful, aside from being dead
tired, and with Steve being pretty much out of it
in the back. We more or less pour Steve out of
the car at his mom’s place near Fort Lauderdale. He is due to start his shift at the Wacky
Wiener hotdog stand that night but I’m thinking
he’s not gonna make it. I dropped David off in
Miami Beach and rolled back to my place in
Miami and went to sleep for 24 hours.
Old Steve wasn’t right for about two months
after that, but, you know ... good times!
– Vic D.
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Shoreline Amphitheatre,
Mountain View, Calif. 8/17/91

Saratoga Performing Arts Center,
Saratoga Springs, N.Y., 6/18/83

It was a beautiful, sun-soaked day in Northern California. It was
also one of my most memorable Grateful Dead shows ever. I was
about to start my second year of law school at the University of
San Francisco. During my first year, I had, surprisingly, met a lot of
pretty cool people, including a couple of Heads. Most of my friends,
however, had never even listened to the Dead, and were, for lack
of a better word, disinterested in what the Dead had to offer. I had
become close to these people and made it my summer’s mission to
change disinterest into fascination, and ultimately into fanaticism.
I had asked nine of my friends to “try” a Dead show.
Although many voiced their lack of interest, I promised an afternoon of beer, Frisbee and football in the Shoreline Amphitheatre
parking lot, followed by a great evening of music. I insisted that they
at least give it a try. Now for the hard part: securing 10 seats that
were relatively close together, so
that we could enjoy the show as a
group. Not an easy task. Thankfully, I had been on the bus for
16 years at this point and had a
bunch of connections. Although
I was only able to score 200level seats, we were all in
close proximity.
The day started as promised: beer, football, Frisbee,
hippie chicks and hippie guys
scantily clad, and a fun,
free-for-all atmosphere.
My friends were actually
enjoying themselves. As
showtime approached, I
told my friends that I had
something that I wanted
them to try (yes, it is a drug that will
go unnamed). Some hesitated… “I want to be a DA,”
one of them noted. I assured everyone that the drug was safe and
that I had already done some of this particular batch. To my surprise,
everyone agreed. Off we went.
Imagine my enthusiasm and excitement when I heard that first
chord of “Help on the Way!” I knew that if my friends didn’t enjoy
this, that they probably wouldn’t enjoy the show in general. By now,
the substance had begun to take effect, and the band was jamming
out “Slipknot.” I looked down the aisle, and every one of my soon-tobe lawyer friends was dancing like crazy. Success!!! I was so happy
to watch my friends get into the music and/or the substance. What a
cool experience.
The show was great, although I noticed some trepidation, and even
some “anger” during drums->space->“Dark Star” jam. Fortunately
this was short-lived. I looked down the aisle and people were dancing
again, but someone was missing. I started asking everyone where he
was, and no one seemed to know.
Now, I am a good Jewish worrywart, so I became a little crazy.
Even during the “Morning Dew,” my mind was more focused on what
kind of trouble my friend was in. By the end of the show, he had
not returned. We waited. (We didn’t have cellphones!) We waited.
Finally, we had little choice but to leave the amphitheater, minus one.
As we walked toward the cars, we looked for our friend, calling
his name. By now, we were all concerned. Then, out of nowhere, one
of my friends said… “oh my god, there he is!” And there he was, in
the middle of a drum circle playing the bongos. Awesome! We all
walked up and he smiled and waved. We were all laughing in hysteria. We were together again … and yes, my friend, the bongo-playing
Deadhead became and remains a successful district attorney.
– Steve K.

On our way to Saratoga, my friend Rich and I had to stop in Albany to
pick up our friend Jeff, who was coming from Connecticut by bus. We had
set up an elaborate plan in case there were issues of us (no cellphones in
1983). If we couldn’t find each other at the station, we were to call my
house and tell my dad where we were so we could find each other.
When we made it to the bus station, sure enough, Jeff was nowhere in
sight. So we hung out, smoked a joint or two and waited...
Every once in a while, we walked around, inside the station and checked
around the corners to make sure he hadn’t arrived. Still no Jeff. After
about an hour, we checked the bus schedule and it claimed his bus had
arrived.
It was time to put the plan into action! We placed the call, and my dad
said he heard from Jeff and that he was there at the station looking for us!
It turned out Jeff had been dropped off at the far end of the station – the
only side of the station we didn’t check! – and had been waiting there for
us the whole time.
We jumped in the car and high-tailed it to the show. It was a beautiful
day as we took a spot on the lawn. We couldn’t even see the band from
where we were sitting, but it didn’t matter. The band played on! As night
fell, there were thunderstorms off in the distance behind us. The Dead
played a stellar “Scarlet/Fire” as heat lightning flashed and Brent teased
the tune “I Can See Clearly Now (the Rain Is Gone).”
– Rich K.
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Autzen Stadium, University of Oregon, Eugene, Ore. 6/23/90

Orpheum Theatre, San Francisco 7/17/76
I’m trapped in a dorm room in San Jose for the summer, finishing my master’s degree while my wife holds down the fort in San
Diego for the summer. My birthday present: funding for a rental
car and a ticket to see the Dead at the Orpheum. I have a ticket
somewhere in the first 10 rows center, and as I grab my seat, I
can’t help but notice a VERY conservative-looking family in the
middle of the row: Mom, Dad and two young teens. I can’t help
thinking to myself that they have no idea what sort of baccha-

nalian orgy they’ve mistakenly stumbled into. The Dead
take the stage, light into “Promised Land” and everyone is on
their feet, most engaging in some form of substance abuse.
In the middle of all the madness, my conservative family ALL
dance, oblivious to the chaos around them, which they continue
to do throughout the evening – my first lesson in the fact that
you will find Deadheads in every guise and costume imaginable.
– Dennis D.

Man it was hot, just like it gets in Oregon in summertime. But if you really want things to melt just add good the ol’ GD!
The band is hitting a fever pitch, crushing the best performance since the
Kaiser shows in Feb. ’89. Sixteen months of epic setlists and seemingly
great juju to boot!
So it was – as the band took the turn into “Morning Dew.”
As I said, man, it was hot, and the good folks at the University of Oregon
had thoughtfully lined the railing of the back perimeter of the floor with
a PVC pipe sprinkler system to cool off the sweltering crowd. As we
wandered rapt by the flow and delicacy of the inner workings of a Eugene
“Morning Dew,” I noticed a dreaded angel – almost literally dancing on a
pin. Actually he was balancing along the railing doing spins and impressive
leaps all in Swiss watch timing to the building crescendo. And just as the
muse was going to part the heavens as the band hit the peak power chord
before “it doesn’t matter anyway,” our patchouli angel slipped and lost
his footing and snapped the PVC piping, which began to spray everyone
(especially those on the railing) in a 10-yard radius with ice-cold water. I,
of course almost had to visit the rock med I was laughing so hard! Maybe
you had to be there, but it sure was funny as hell and a great way to leave
another phenomenal show, and bear final witness to our dear Brent Mydland [who died a month later]!
– Hopper
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Boston Garden, Boston, 5/7/77
There was a time in the mid- and late-1970s when the only
thing I cared about was the Grateful Dead. A teenager, I
was collecting cassette tapes and bootleg vinyl, worshipping the songs and the jams and the playing, and scouring for
concert tickets for any Dead shows scheduled in the upper
right-hand quadrant of the country.
The cassettes were what really kept me hooked. They promised transcendent live experiences, spoke of what the Dead
could do on their best nights. I’d seen bad shows, good shows,
and great ones, too, along the way, when they came to New England; but the tapes were the thing. The ones that got the most
play – Harpur 1970, Fillmore East 1970, Capitol Theater 1971,
Veneta 1972 -- had an air of historical import that I was still
chasing after. During those classic shows, everyone – the band as
well as the audience – seemed to be in the moment, exploring
new ways of being together, part of the improvisation.
Those tapes became little fetish items for me, and for my
deadhead friends. I’d handwrite the set lists with impeccable
penmanship, I’d keep
them in cigar
boxes in order of
date, I’d sometimes create
drawings for the
covers, or use
cut-out photos
from magazines.
They looked so
orderly and pretty
together, those
objects filled with
beauty.
After the Dead took
a break in 1975, they
returned to touring with
a vengeance, and I was
old enough to follow them. I
caught a bunch of ’76 shows
in Boston and New Jersey and
Hartford, and then a slew in
1977. They were two years of adventure, filled with so many fond
interpersonal and musical moments. When I think of the Boston
1977 show, though, one karmic moment stands out for me.
It was at the old Boston Garden, and my friends and I listened
to tapes on the car tape deck on the way, getting psyched. We
parked, hung out listening for a while, and then headed in to
the dilapidating and somewhat claustrophobic hall. It was a fine
night, a memorable if not legendary show, but when we returned
to our car, sweaty and wide awake, we saw that a car window
had been broken and that six tapes, six great tapes, each with its
own handmade cover and perfectly written set list, were gone.
Nothing else was touched, not even the deck; the tapes had
clearly been the object of desire.
It was an odd moment. On the one hand, we felt betrayed. We
were supposedly among friends. We were all on the same side,
right? Hell, the thief could have left a note asking for copies and
including his or her address and I’d have sent them for free. Why
steal?
But then, after a moment of grief and anger, we felt a sense
of Zen. Let ’em go, the tapes. Let this other person enjoy them.
They came into my life and brought me joy; let the happiness
spread.
Plus: A few years later, many of those shows are available
online, and through official releases. So there.
– Matthew G.
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Memories and miracles
I have many, many memories surrounding Dead shows, although after
over 150 Jerry/Dead shows specifics
on locations and venues tend to all
melt into the one. The recurring
theme was: Expect the Unexpected!
It was not just the music or musicians
that were improvisational, it was also the audience.
Things you did not expect happened in the strangest of moments
and in the strangest of locations. Coincidences were rampant.
Bizarre was normal and normal was bizarre; it always kept me
laughing and amazed. Some memories:
l For 35 years I sometimes see an acquaintance at shows who was
in kindergarten when I was in first grade. It may be years between
seeing each other, but we will then pass each other with just a nod
and a “Hello Zach,” “Hello Frank,” till the next show.
l The time walking along a street in Lewiston, Maine, when a high
school friend I had not seen in years literally bumped into me.
l “Dancing through” crowds; moving in perfect unison with people
for a few beats, and moving on.
l Bill Graham walking through a parking lot with a big grin on his
face.
l The Celtics (Bird, McHale era) being at shows.
l Learning that any dancing, even mine, is OK!
l One time we were to meet someone, but had no actual plans (pre
cellphones). No worry; we pulled into the parking space next to him
at a rest area 100 miles from the venue.
l A whole bathroom of people breaking out in spontaneous Dead
songs in rest-area bathroom miles from the venue.
l Deadheads making complete meals out of the condiment rack at
a rest area!
l Bill Walton dancing and having to duck so as not to hit his head
on the ceiling in the hallways of the Orpheum Theater in Boston.
l A Friday the 13th Jerry show in Boston where the power went
out and the show was canceled after 3 songs spilling Deadheads into
the darkened streets and traffic of Boston.
l Six of us being arrested for beers by Boston’s finest for drinking
in public after a concert and then watching the cops drink our leftover beers while they drove us in the paddy wagon to jail. Coincidentally having just enough money to bail us all out!
l A woman doing perfect airdrumming along with the band, until
Kreutzmann noticed and pointed at
her, making her lose that synchronicity
completely!
l That feeling of being “at home”
as soon as the lights went down and
the crowd roared and the tuning
began and my DNA began vibrating at
just that right frequency!
l Naked people just walking around inside, outside, ugly, beautiful.
l Does that guy really think he is swimming on the bathroom floor?
Yep!
l The weather matching the songs; or vice versa? Yes, it not only
looks like rain but that lightning and thunder are getting me!
l Being excited that Jerry is wearing a red T-shirt today!!!!
l The time a woman thought I was Ezekiel (close to Zachary?!)
and went off on a sermon on my role in the bible!
l Giving and getting miracle tickets. One time i watched a person
for 20 minutes asking/begging for tickets, frustrated he leaned up on
a wall next to me and said, “I truly wish i could get a ticket”– so I
handed him one!
l Shakedown street and its wares, especially grilled cheeses and
Fatty egg rolls!

– Zach P.

THE LISTS
No one’s noticed
but the band’s
all packed and
gone... Was it
ever here at all?
Ten years ago, Kevin H., known as Stratocaster on the Archive.org site, posted what
we believe is a pretty universal list of the
10 essential Dead shows worth listening to.
While subjective, Kevin writes that he based
his list on “musical and vocal performance,
sound quality, historical significance, recording quality, among other things...” While
everyone is going ot have their favorites, as
far as we’re concerned Kevin’s list still holds
up well. In case 10 shows aren’t enough,
Rolling Stone, in 2013, provided its own list of
“20 Essential Grateful Dead Shows” (here).
Here is Stratocaster’s Top 10, in his original
order and his comments. (Ed. note: Parenthesis
at end were not part of the original list, and in
most cases, the commerical release of these
shows was years after his list was first posted.)
1. Veneta, Ore. 8/27/72 The best and most psychedelic and spiritual performance in the Dead’s
career. The bootleg film “Sunshine Daydream”
captures the afternoon’s activities. Highlights
are many: China-Rider, Playin’, Greatest Story,
Bird Song, Dark Star->El Paso, Sing Me Back
Home... (“Sunshine Daydream” film and recording released commericially in 2013.)
2. Winterland, San Francisco 12/31/78 The
best New Year’s performance. The Dead and Bill
Graham close Winterland in style. A+ set list...
they do everything... (“The Closing of Winterland” was released on CD and DVD.)
3. Fillmore East, New York 4/29/71 The last
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night of an excellent April run by the Dead.
Hard to Handle, Alligator, Cold Rain->GDTRFB
are some of the many highlights. (The 4-CD
“Ladies and Gentlemen... the Grateful Dead”
compiles the run of shows.)
4. Barton Hall, Ithaca, N.Y. 5/8/77 Sure it
might be overrated, but to not have this show
in a top 10 list would be asinine. Top-shelf
versions of Dancin, Scarlet->Fire, Estimated,
St. Stephen->NFA->Morning Dew... the band’s
in peak form. (The only show on this list never
released commercially.)
5. Fillmore East, New York 2/13/70 This
show capture the boys at their best during the
American Beauty days... Smokestack Lightning,
Dark Star (lysergic), Lovelight are huge...
(“Dick’s Picks, Vol. 4” comprises 2/13-14 at the
Fillmore.)
6. Nassau Coliseum, Uniondale, N.Y. 3/29/90
Branford Marsalis guests on sax and the band
finds heaven in set 2. Bird Song, Eyes of the
World, Dark Star, Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door...
(“Wake Up to Find Out” was released in 2014.)

7. Fillmore West, San Francisco 3/1/69 Best
show of the ’60s. The American version of the
Magnificant Seven serve up the stew during
Cryptical->Other One, New Potatoe, Dark Star,
Lovelight... (Was included in the limited box set
“Fillmore West 1969: The Complete Recordings.”)
8. Freedom Hall, Louisville, Ky. 6/18/74
Incredible ’74 show. Great sound quality and
premiere versions of Wake of the Flood songs.
Jazzy Dead. (Released as “Road Trips, Volume
2, Number 3”)
9. Madison Square Garden, New York 9/20/90
This is the most intense show of the ’90s. Bruce
Hornsby is with the band at this point. Explosive set 2. (Released as Road Trips, Volume 2,
Number 1” and included 9/18-20)
10. Great Amercian Music Hall, San Francisco
8/13/75 Very unique show. Deserves a place in
everyone’s collection. Blues for Allah material
is played beautifully in this intimate setting.
(Released as “Live From the Vault, No. 1”)

Modern Acoustic’s Other Ones
Five random shows we’ve had on tape for years and that still make us smile.
West High Auditorium, Anchorage, Alaska
6/21/80 This show, celebrating Summer Solstice, just crackles with energy. Some standout’s
“Lazy Lightning/Supplication,” “Terrapin,” ...
and even a searing “Far From Me.”
Palais Des Sports, Paris 9/18/74 My copy,
which we made back in the ’80s, claims its a
4th generation Phil Lesh copy – whether it is
or isn’t... It just added to our love of the tape.
The beginnng of set 2, which starts with a Lesh/
Lagin jam, is followed by “Loose Lucy” that is
missing the vocals, which is surprisingly very
cool. Also a “China Doll,” which is a favorite.

Kresge Plaza, MIT, Cambridge,
Mass. 5/6/70 (pictured) A short,
free set outside at MIT. Apparently very chilly that day, but they
ran through hyped-up versions
of “Good Lovin’,” “St. Stephen,”
“China Cat->Rider,” and Morning
Dew,” among others.
Orpheum Theatre, San Francisco
7/18/76 The first set is very good; the second
is mind-blowing. Always wondered why this
one didn’t make it into the great category from
others. From “Lazy Lightning->Sup” to “Let

It Grow” then it weaves “St.
Stephen,” “Not Fade Away,” “The
Other One,” “Wharf Rat” into
one another... amazing.
Cumberland County Civic
Center, Portland, Maine 9/17/82
A sentimental favorite because...
I was there! A great show with
lots of peaks right from the
opening “Bertha.” Other highlights: “Duprees,”
“Women Are Smarter,” a super-rare “High
Time” and a stellar “Morning Dew.” Also, the
first-ever “Throwing Stones.”
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